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Lighthouse Trails Publishing, United States, 2013. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. 213 x 137 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book. When former New Ager Warren B. Smith read Jesus
Calling, he became greatly concerned, finding it troubling to
see a number of New Age practices and concepts being
presented as completely normal for Christians. Even more
troubling, there were no warnings or disclaimers about what
was being introduced. By the end of the book, Jesus Calling
and its Jesus had subtly, and not so subtly, introduced
occult/New Age channeling, spiritual dictation, creative
visualization, meditation, divine alchemy, co-creation with
God, and practicing the presence like it was everyday Christian
fare. New Age terms and concepts were brought into the
messages like they were no big deal. And added to this were
indirect references to a pantheistic poet and two classic New
Age books, along with a hearty endorsement of God Calling -
the channeled book that inspired Sarah Young to try and
receive her own personal messages from Jesus. The unusual
use of language by the Jesus of Jesus Calling was also
disturbing.
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A new electronic book with an all new standpoint. It usually fails to charge too much. Its been printed in an exceedingly
basic way in fact it is simply following i finished reading this book through which basically altered me, affect the way in
my opinion.
-- Dr . Am ie B og isich-- Dr . Am ie B og isich

This ebook is amazing. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at time. You may like how the author compose this
ebook.
-- Nikko B a shir ia n-- Nikko B a shir ia n
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